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New Wheat Regime up and running
Corporate partner Simon Venus and law clerk Bianca Battistella
report on some of the changes to the legislation which has now
abolished the wheat export single desk in Australia and introduced
a new era of contestable grain marketing.

New legislation in the form of the Wheat
Export Marketing Act 2008 brings Australian
wheat growers into a new era of wheat
export marketing. The passing of the Bill
was not without controversy, with loyalties
divided on the political and industry fronts.

The first amendment was a change to the
objects clause, in particular a change in the
object of the legislation from being responsive
to growers, to advancing the needs of
growers. This change makes the legislation
more proactive in its objectives.

The amended Wheat Export Marketing
Bill 2008 was passed by the Senate and
accepted by the House of Representatives
on 23 June 2008. The new legislation
overhauls the bulk wheat marketing system
and provides Australian wheat growers
with the right to choose who exports their
produce for the first time in 60 years. The
new Act came into effect on 1 July 2008.

The objectives of the Act are:

In the lead up to the passing of the Bill,
several amendments were made to the
draft legislation following an examination
by the Senate Standing Committee on
Rural and Regional Affairs and Transport.

•

To promote the development of a bulk
wheat export marketing industry that is
efficient, competitive and advances the
needs of wheat growers.

•

To provide a regulatory framework
in relation to participants in the bulk
wheat export marketing industry.

Another change centred on the
proposed review of the new legislation
by the Productivity Commission.

An amendment was made at the
instigation of the Opposition to bring
the review date forward by 12 months,
requiring the review to commence on
1 January 2010 and conclude by 30 June
2010. This was proposed in order to
ensure that a formal review process will
be completed on time, to allow for any
refinements or amendments to be made
in such a way that facilitates grower
certainty. This amendment was accepted
by the Government “in the interests of
having a constructive approach”, despite
the Government suggesting that a later
review date would make the review more
worthwhile, so that the access provisions
that come into effect from October 2009
could be properly taken into account.
An amendment was also made to
incorporate previously utilised provisions
governing the export of bulk wheat which
ensure that no State or Territory laws can
interfere with, or subvert the performance
of, contracts involving the growing, storing
and transport of wheat.
The most controversial amendment raised
by the Opposition related to what was said
to be tantamount to the total deregulation
of the wheat industry by allowing individual
growers to export wheat without any
regulation at all.
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The Government’s response to the
proposed amendment was that individuals
who are large enough to participate in the
bulk export market prefer to operate as
companies for risk management purposes
and therefore practically very few growers
would be affected. In any case, such
deregulation would give rise to the need
for a rigorous compliance and monitoring
regime to ensure that a grower is only
exporting its own wheat, thereby creating
additional administrative costs which would
ultimately be borne by the growers.
The proposal relating to individual growers
fell over in the Senate and the amendment
was never carried. Individuals engaging in
bulk wheat export must therefore comply
with the accreditation requirements under
the new legislation, like any other exporter.
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The new wheat industry regulator, Wheat
Exports Australia, officially commenced
operations from 1 July 2008, replacing
the former Export Wheat Commission
and is responsible for administering the
wheat export accreditation scheme (the
bulk scheme), with the power to grant,
vary, suspend or cancel that accreditation.
Exporters wanting to ship wheat in bulk
from Australia will need to apply for
accreditation from WEA in order to attest
that an exporter is a fit and proper entity
to export bulk wheat from Australia.
Non-bulk wheat exports (those in bags
or container of 50 tonnes or less) are not
subject to restrictions other than Customs
and Australian Quarantine and Inspection
Service phytosanitary requirements.
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With the accreditation in early September
of two AWB subsidiaries, there are now
15 exporters which have met the eligibility
criteria and been accredited by WEA.
While there appears to be cautious
optimism in rural and regional Australia
for the yield potential in the 2008 harvest
season, with soil moisture depleting, all eyes
remain on the Spring rainfall outlook. On
the back of generally strong soft commodity
prices, one thing will be certain, namely that
the 13 accredited exporters will all be vying
for a piece of the action come harvest time.
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Personal Property Securities law reform update
The Attorney-General has released a discussion paper providing critical
overview of the content and policy rationale for the proposed regulations
under the Personal Property Securities Bill. Corporate partner Craig
Wappett, a member of the Commonwealth Attorney-General’s Consultative
Committee on Personal Property Securities, discusses the paper.
The Personal Property Securities Bill is
proposed to be enacted some time in
the first half of 2009 for commencement
in May 2010, along with the Personal
Property Securities Register.
In brief, the paper details how the
proposed regulations will provide for:
•

concurrent operation with the
Consumer Credit Code, to enable
compliance with obligations in the
Code to be deemed compliance with
comparable obligations in the Bill, and
to avoid unnecessary and onerous
requirements on parties who enforce
their securities

•

recording of grantor and secured
party details in the PPS Register,
to ensure that information allows
ready identification of parties without
compromising their privacy

•

recording of serial numbers for
property, such as motor vehicles,
boats, aircraft and certain intellectual
property. Specific rules apply to
interests that must or may be
registered using a serial number

•

recording of additional data in the PPS
Register, for example, additional details
and descriptive information in a free
text field, or attachment of an electronic
file such as a photograph of the secured
property, to improve the accuracy and
scope of identifying data.
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While there are many details still to be fine
tuned, the proposed legislation rationalises
and modernises an area of commercial law
that has been crying out for reform.
When enacted the legislation will replace
the myriad of existing Commonwealth,
State and Territory laws and registers for
company charges, bills of sale, motor vehicle
securities, crop liens, stock mortgages and
most other securities affecting tangible
and intangible property rights other than
interests in land.
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It will also introduce major substantive
changes to the current law which will be
vital for creditors, equipment lessors,
consignors and other retention of title
suppliers, purchasers of accounts
receivable and insolvency practitioners.
Copies of the discussion paper can be
downloaded from the Attorney-General’s
Department website www.ag.gov.au/pps
and submissions on the same are invited
by 17 October 2008.
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Disclosure deadline looming
Corporate and commercial lawyer, Alison Blyth, explains that the pressure
is on for mortgage schemes and unlisted property schemes to comply with
new disclosure guidelines and advertising standards by 30 November 2008,
following the release of final Regulatory Guides 45 and 46 by ASIC.
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The Regulatory Guides were released on
2 September 2008 and aim to improve
disclosure for the benefit of retail investors,
by laying down benchmarks for mortgage
schemes and disclosure principles for
unlisted property schemes and citing
advertising standards to be met.

Regulatory Guide 46

Advertising Standards

Regulatory Guide 46 applies to unlisted
managed investment schemes that have or
are likely to have at least 50% of their noncash assets invested in real property and/or
in unlisted property schemes.

Regulatory Guide 45

The guide requires disclosure principles
to be observed regarding:

All advertising related to mortgage
schemes and unlisted property schemes
must be consistent with all corresponding
disclosures. Responsible entities should
take care not to mislead, whether by
quoting information out of context or
misquoting investment ratings.

Regulatory Guide 45 applies to managed
investment schemes that have or that are
likely to have at least 50% of their non-cash
assets invested in mortgage loans and/or
unlisted mortgage schemes.
The guide requires responsible entities to
explain “why” (referred to as the “if not,
why not” approach) they may not meet
set benchmarks including:
•

the ability to satisfy withdrawal requests
and other operational commitments

•

extent of funding by external liabilities

•

ability to meet interest payments
from earnings

•

Responsible entities for new and existing
funds must ensure that investors are
provided with the information necessary
to satisfy additional disclosure requirements
borrowing maturity and credit facility
expiry and any associated risks, including by 30 November 2008, whether by
new product disclosure documents,
loan covenant information, investment
supplementary product disclosure
practices and portfolio risk
documents or if the information is not
valuation practices
materially adverse, through websites,
or investor updates.
related-party lending

•

•

•

their policy on borrowing

•

investments and transactions

•

lending practices and portfolio risk

•

distribution practices

•

related-party lending

•

withdrawal rights.

•

investments and transactions

•

valuation practices

•

distribution practices

•

the transparency of the responsible
entity’s approach to withdrawals
of investments.
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How to comply
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Responsible entities must also update their
compliance plans to have in place processes
which ensure compliance with disclosure
principles is ongoing.
Failure to comply with the guidelines could
result in a contravention of the Corporations
Act 2001 or ASIC Act 2001 and result in
ASIC issuing a stop order, seeking an
injunction, investigating potential criminal
action, or taking other regulatory action.
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Contribution between insurers
in cases of double insurance
Dispute resolution associate, Jane Roberts, reviews the
unreported decision of the NSW Court of Appeal of
Collyear v CGU Insurance Ltd, delivered on 15 May 2008.
The case involved a fire which destroyed
a restaurant leased from the Stuart Park
Reserve Trust (managed by the Wollongong
City Council). The lessee restaurateur
(Emibarb) was indemnified by its Insurer
for its obligation under the lease to
reinstate the property. That insurer sought
contribution from the Council’s insurer.

The policies
Emibarb effected insurance with Lloyds
(an appellant in the proceedings), which
covered Emibarb’s interest as lessee and
extended to Emibarb’s liability under the
lease to reinstate the premises. The Lloyds
policy also covered the Trustee’s interest
as owner/lessor and required Lloyds to
indemnify the Trustee in the event
of damage.
The Council effected insurance with CGU
(the respondent) which covered the Council
against damage to the premises. The policy
did not insure Emibarb’s interest as lessee
or its obligation to reinstate. This policy
contained the following term entitled
‘Difference in Conditions’:

‘In the event that any of the Property insured
hereunder is subject to a guarantee, warranty
or maintenance agreement in respect of
Damage, then this policy will apply to the
extent that such guarantee, warranty or
maintenance agreement does not meet
the extent of any loss which is or would be
otherwise insured by this Policy.’
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Indemnification by Lloyds and
claim by Lloyds for contribution
The relevant term of the lease required
Emibarb to repair damage within a
reasonable time after being notified by the
landlord in writing that the damage was to
be repaired. The Council notified Emibarb
in January 2001 that the Council required
the damage to be repaired and this was
completed some time in 2004. Emibarb was
indemnified by Lloyds for the rectification
in November 2004. Lloyds then sought
contribution from CGU on the basis of the
double insurance contribution principle.

Test for contribution under
principle of double insurance

‘What attracts the right of contribution
between insurers… is not any similarity
between the relevant insurance contracts…
but is simply the fact that each contract is a
contract of indemnity and covers the identical
loss that the identical insured has sustained.’’
- Justice Kitto

Decision at first instance
Justice McDougall rejected Lloyds’ claim for
contribution on the basis that Lloyds would
only have been entitled to contribution if the
following applied:
1.

Both Lloyds and CGU insured the
Trustee for relevantly the same risk.

2.

That risk materialised and caused
loss to the Trustee.

The accepted statement of the right of one
3.
insurer to a contribution from another in
cases of double insurance is stated as follows
in the High Court decision of Albion Insurance 4.
Co Ltd v Government Insurance Office:
‘The doctrine…applies when each insurer
insured against the same risk, although it
is not necessary that the insurances should
be identical…The element essential for
contribution is that…each must cover the risk
which has given rise to the claim. There is no
double insurance unless each insurer is liable
under his policy to indemnify the insured in
whole or in part against the happening which
has given rise to the insured’s loss or liability.’
- Chief Justice Barwick and Justices
McTiernan and Menzies
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Lloyds indemnified the Trustee
in respect of the loss.
Lloyds thereby discharged the liability
that CGU would otherwise have had to
indemnify the Trustee for the same loss.
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His Honour held that as no claim was
made by the Trustee upon Lloyds and
no amount paid to the Trustee by Lloyds,
there was no payment to the doubly insured
policy holder (i.e. the Trustee). The payment
made by Lloyds to Emibarb was to allow
Emibarb to discharge its liability under the
lease to reinstate the property. Emibarb
had no entitlement to be indemnified by
CGU for that liability and therefore there
was no entitlement by Lloyds to
contribution on that basis.
Emibarb complied with the Council’s
demand (as Manager of the Trust) that
it reinstate the property, accordingly the
Trustee suffered no loss for which it would
be entitled to be indemnified by CGU.
This was distinct from the Trustee having
been indemnified for the loss by a payment
made to it under the Lloyds policy.

Decision on appeal
Lloyds appealed this decision. The
matter came before Justices Giles,
Hodgson and Handley.
In dismissing the appeal, Hodgson JA
agreed with the primary Judge’s decision
on contribution. Following the decision
in Albion, while both the Lloyds and
CGU policy covered the same risk to
the Trustee, the Lloyds policy covered a
different, additional, risk to Emibarb, being
the requirement for reinstatement of the
property under the lease. This was the risk
to which the Lloyds policy had responded.
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Hodgson JA underscored that the property
insured under the Lloyds policy included
damaged property for which the Insured is
legally responsible. The Lloyds policy only
required Lloyds to indemnify the Trustee.
This obligation did not result in any liability
to pay money unless the Trustee suffered
loss against which it was to be indemnified.
The Trustee had required Emibarb to
reinstate the property, so that by some
time in 2004 the Trustee’s loss had been
eliminated by Emibarb’s compliance with
the terms of the lease, not by any payment
under the Lloyds policy to the Trustee.
The Trustee had not received any payment
under the Lloyds policy in respect of the
loss which was (admitted to be) identical
to the loss covered under both policies in
the Trustee’s favour.
Hodgson JA commented that if Emibarb had
failed to comply with its obligation under
the lease to reinstate, leaving the Trustee to
claim under the CGU policy, CGU would
have been subrogated to the Trustee’s
rights and could have sought damages from
Emibarb. Emibarb would in turn have been
indemnified under the Lloyds policy for any
award of damages against it, once again
leaving Lloyds paying the entire amount of
the cost of reinstatement.
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Also dismissing the appeal, Handley AJA
noted that the question was whether the
double insurance of the Trustee attracted
a claim for contribution for the settlement
of Emibarb’s loss, which was only covered
by the Lloyds policy.
His Honour had concluded in an earlier
case, AMP Workers’ Compensation Services
(NSW) Ltd v QBE Insurance Ltd that ‘it should
not rest with either of the persons who
had available choices to exercise those
choices in a way which would leave the
ultimate burden on one of the insurers
without any right of contribution from
the other.’ However, his Honour noted
that in this case, Emibarb had not made an
election because it had no other insurance
cover and the Trustee, who had double
insurance, likewise did not elect to throw
the loss onto one of the insurers as it
ultimately suffered no loss and could not
claim against either. Thus Handley AJA
held that the fundamental basis of the
contribution doctrine was not satisfied.
Further, Handley AJA held that the Lloyds
policy was not a joint policy covering both
Emibarb and the Trustee, but a composite
policy which insured each for its separate
rights and interests. He referred to a
number of cases in which it was established
as settled law that the word ‘property’
in such contexts referred not to the
actual ‘chattel,’ but to the interest of
the assured therein.
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Franchising payment upheld
Dispute resolution partner, Tom Griffith, discusses the decision of the
High Court in Master Education Services v Jean Florence Ketchel, in
which the Court decided that a franchisor’s breach of the Franchising
Code of Conduct did not automatically disentitle it from recovering
franchise fees payable by the Franchisee under a Franchise Agreement.
The Franchisor had sought to recover
franchise fees payable by the franchisee.
One of the bases on which the franchisee
defended the matter was that the franchisor
had breached one of its disclosure
obligations under the Code prior to
entering into the relevant Franchise
Agreement. The Code relevantly required
the franchisor to obtain a written statement
from the prospective franchisee that it
had received, read and had a reasonable
opportunity to understand the disclosure
statement and the Code prior to entering
into the Franchise Agreement.
It was not disputed that the franchisor
had indeed provided the franchisee with
a disclosure statement and a copy of the
Code, but the franchisor did not obtain
a statement to the effect described above
from the franchisee prior to entry into
the Franchise Agreement.

The issue for the Court was whether
the breach of the Code was such as to
render the Franchise Agreement illegal and
unenforceable. The position at common law
(which had been adopted by the New South
Wales Court of Appeal) was that a contract
containing an illegality was unenforceable.
The High Court took into consideration
the breadth of remedies available under
the Trade Practices Act in concluding that
the breach of the Code did not render the
Franchise Agreement unenforceable. The
case is a reminder both of the stringency of
the Code with respect to pre-contractual
disclosure and the flexibility of remedies
available under the Trade Practices Act.
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